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Figure 1. A low chart of the procedure of mechanical characterization and optimization of arbitrary structured surfaces with respect to mechanical stability and reliability.
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From Hertz via Higgs to a Paradox Failure Mechanism

Norbert Schwarzer Saxonian Institute of Surface Mechanics SIO, Rügen, Germany Contributed Original Article

Abstract
he most interesting thing about Vacuum and Coating science 
is the fact that it comprises so many diferent ields, not only in 
material and natural science but also with respect to economy 
and even customer’s psychology. his is not surprising, because, 
ater all, many coating solutions are directly aiming for the outer 
surface of a product or part and very oten this is the irst thing 
the inal customer sees or touches. his paper shall undertake 
the attempt to combine all these rather diferent ields in one 
very holistic optimization cycle not only leading to better results 
from a pure technical point of view but also by considering 
economic constraints and market aspects right within a technical 
development.

It will be demonstrated that such an attempt will lead to a 
mechanism quite similar to the one known in theoretical physics as 
the Higgs ield mechanism, being responsible for the masses in the 
universe.

Some might ask, “What is to gain when we make things massy?”, 
but it wouldn’t be the irst time that by making something a 
bit more complex or introducing an unusual combination of 
techniques, things, in essence, are getting simpler instead of more 
complicated.

How to Combine Technical Optimization Procedures and Soft 
Constraints?
Technical optimization with respect to one aspect of a thin ilm 
or a certain coating property can already be very complex. As it 
cannot be the goal for this short contribution to elaborate on the 
extremely wide and complex ield of optimization (nonlinear, 
linear or integer) we have to refer to the literature [1]. Figure 1 now 
gives an example for such an optimization procedure regarding 
the mechanical stability and reliability [2]. From this, it can easily 
be concluded that any additional boundary condition to be taken 

into account, especially those having to do with market aspects and 
coming with unclear or sot, sometimes even rather psychological 
formulations, will render the task of the whole optimization very 
cumbersome.

hat is why we are seeking for a technique where we could keep 
the “classical” optimization and simply extend it such a way that no 
principle changes on the usually already well tested and established 
technical optimization are necessary but still new constraints could 
be taken into account.

Interestingly, this leads us to a procedure where a mechanism is 
involved that usually is connected with theoretical physics rather 
than technical, economical or even psychological (marketing) 
optimization. We are talking about the so-called Higgs mechanism [3]. 

With respect to the mathematical apparatus we refer to the 
literature [4, 5] and give only a igurative explanation here.

Any technical optimization could in principle be described as 
a variation problem. he Lagrange formalism is such a variation 
problem and thus, technical optimization could be considered 
as a special Lagrange-problem with – sometimes very complex – 
Lagrange-functions or Lagrangians. We have two options when 
adding a new boundary to a given problem. Either we extend the 
Lagrange-problem, thereby changing its dimension, or we introduce 
this new boundary by adding a properly chosen potential function 
containing those extended constraints.

he advantage the author sees in applying the Higgs ield 
mechanism simply is its illustrative character in connection with 
the production of mass and inertia. Ater all, the original Higgs 
mechanism, as known from particle physics, is the one being 
responsible for bringing rest mass and inertia into our universe. 
hus, in applying this mechanism to a completely diferent 
application we can still talk about mass and inertia production 
and therefore make our extended optimization problem rather 
igurative and illustrative. In a sense, the Higgs mechanism being 

introduced into our classical 
technical optimization problem 
leads to a production of 
mass. his mass and inertia 
can be made the parameter 
helping us to actually steer 
and adjust our optimization 
problem with respect to the 
extended constraints. Even 
though we will consider some 
examples here, the author still 
has to refer to the literature 
about how this is been done 
technically (e.g. [5]).

The Higgs Field Mechanism
It was shown in [3] that the 
introduction of a scalar ield of 
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the simple form

(1)

and its coupling to a vector ield of none-massive particles can 
lead to massive particles for this combined scalar and vector ield 
ensemble.

In principle the whole process can easily be understood by the 
concept of attraction. A particle is traveling through a ield of no 
speciic character except for the fact that the ield feels kind of 
attracted to the particle. his attraction hinders the particle in any 
attempt to accelerate, change direction or start to rotate as it might 
please. he reader might simply substitute the word “particle” 
for “attractive woman” and the word “ield” for “assembled group 
of men” and she or he will immediately get the gist about the 
essentials of the Higgs efect. In our world however, anything “being 
hindered” from accelerating, changing speed or direction or starting 
to rotate respectively perform changes to an existing rotation must 
have inertia and thus, mass (see also [4] for more).

Higgs Field Mechanism in Optimization Problems
From the above said, it is evident, that adding a scalar ield 
interacting with the original problem can be seen as a Higgs ield 
acting in the classical way, namely by producing massive particles, 
inertia and particle interactions. he intrinsic beauty of this 
approach is not only its simplicity, but also its illustrative character. 
Even though the Higgs ield mechanism is been considered a highly 
theoretical concept, its consequences are of a rather practical nature, 
because everyone can grasp the efect of mass and inertia.

In order to show the general applicability of the method, we will 
at irst very briely consider some applications outside the ield of 
coating and thin ilm applications. Instead, we will discuss mundane 
examples like school transport, bank stress tests and game theory 
before we are going to elaborate a typical thin ilm optimization 
task. However, even though these examples are from outside the 
world of thin ilms on irst sight, they are still connected to this 
ield, because they concern production process optimization, inance, 
education and optimum usage of work force (see [4, 5] for more).
A linear Optimization Problem with Soft Boundary Conditions

A classical linear optimization problem can be described as a 
search ield of polygonal shape. Simple squares or triangles are 
polygons in a two dimensional search space, for instance. Most 
optimization problems however, are coming with problems in much 
higher dimensions. Nevertheless, the search ields are polygons in 
theses higher dimensional search ields. Finding optimum coating 
thicknesses for a multilayer two component Ti-TiN coating system 
could be a good example. When going however, to relatively thin 
individual layers of Ti and TiN one will realize that the interface 
regions at the Ti-TiN-transitions have to be taken into account, 
because there are no sharp transitions but complicated gradients 
over stretched thicknesses. When adding now a sot constraint 
about the actual design of the interfaces, we could either add a new 
dimension to our optimization problem or simply distort its search 
ield. In some cases, the latter might be the simpler approach [4].
Individualized Transport Problems

Transportation problems are to be found everywhere in the thin 
ilm sector. Be it in production, sale or customer relations there 
are many problems one can break down to the classical sales-man 

transportation problem, where optimum routs have to be sought in 
order to economize resources. here are many cases however, where 
additional boundary conditions should be taken into account, 
which are of unclear or rather fuzzy character. Especially in sales 
and customer relations, where things like sympathy and personal 
preferences play a role, one can easily think of sot constraints one 
might like to add to an otherwise rather classical traveling sales-
man problem.
Circadian Rhythmic and Optimum Working or School Starting Times

Optimized getting up and working start times have become issues 
of rather heated discussions the moment it became more and more 
evident that there is a dramatic inluence of our sleeping habits on 
the general health and ability to work eiciently. Here are some 
numbers about a few efects only one hour of social jetlag does 
result in (see [4] about references): 

1. We ind an increased risk of 33% for obesity
2. Depression increases by 31%
3. Increase of risk to become a smoker by 41%
4. Negative correlation with academic performance, which is to 

be found 22% worse
5. Increase of traic accidents
Applying the Higgs ield mechanism to this problem now allows 

us to estimate the collateral damage being depredated when a 
certain social jetlag is been maintained over an elongated stretch of 
time. he example shown for the school transport problem in �gure 2

comes from the north of Germany right from the electoral district 
of federal chancellor Dr. A. Merkel.

Figure 2. Total collateral costs after one pupil-generation (10 years) for diferent school starting times for 
pupils averaged between 6 to 16 years for transport duration of 1 hour and a preparation time of 45 minutes. 
Total chronotype distribution was taken into account.

About Consequent Dynamic Bank Stress Tests
Usually, an oicial – classical - bank stress test simulates a less 

or more quasi-static deterioration of certain inancial market 
parameters for a deined duration. 

It is clear that this procedure does not consider dangerous 
resonance and inertia efects, phenomenological failure or even 
global disaster due to defect accumulation caused by otherwise 
completely subcritical, but repetitive loading situations and 
“communication” of external loads with internal (intrinsic) 
displacement ields (intrinsic stresses, dislocations, inhomogeneities etc.). 

continued on page 48
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he reader will already have realized that bank stress tests if seen in 
such a complexity are in fact pretty much connected to real stresses 
and thus, to the usual concepts of material science. Again we refer to 
[4, 5] with respect to the modelling and discuss here two interesting 
efects.

Considering inancial distortions, like discrepancies of assets 
and debts, of any kind of institution (bank, company, single person 
or groups of people) as strains and keeping the concept of energy 
conservation also in the ield of inance and market, it becomes 
clear that there is also the efect of stresses. And quite literally 
these stresses, even though oten in much higher dimensions than 
observed in technical mechanics, are acting as stresses usually do 
in mechanics, namely by leading to destruction when exceeding 
certain limits. 

It can be shown [5] that, as known from material science, 
inancial ensembles of inertia (or masses), of course, will have their 
own resonance frequencies and thus, if been exited with the right 
frequency, as in mechanics, these ensembles can be destroyed by 
completely subcritical but rightly tuned external loads.

Another application is the simulation of the global economic 
meltdown as a result of the recent subprime crisis. When asking 
the simple question how a subprime crisis of one country can afect 
the economy of the whole world to such an extent, as observed in 
the years ater 2007, we usually get the answer that “everything is 
connected”. But, is it really that simple? Shouldn’t we immediately 
ire back the question of what type such a connection can be, if 
acting on such a huge and general scale?

When applying our concept of a Higgs ield mechanism and 
coupling it into the market strains and stresses one inds an 
interesting similarity to the collapse scenario of a dying star 
becoming a neutron star or a black hole [5]. 
Game Theory with Partially Irrational or Unfair Players

Game theory is the formal study of conlict and cooperation. 
Game theoretic concepts apply whenever the actions of several 
agents are interdependent and usually of rational character. As these 
agents may be individuals, groups, irms, states or any combination 
of these it might be plausible to assume that in some “games” also 
irrational agents can be present. 

Using this extended game theoretical concept it can be shown, 
that other as spread by the international press, the current conlict 
between Greece and its creditors should not be described as a so 
called “Chicken’s Game” (literally a game about “who chickens out 
irst”) but as an adapted form of the “Prisoner’s Dilemma” ([5], 
section 5). 

Haptic Optima and the Paradox Double Egg Shell E�ect
hin ilm solution are oten applied where they are quite visible 
to the inal customer or user, namely on the surfaces of products. 
hings like design, optical appearance and haptic will then 
automatically play an important role in the market. In order to 
incorporate these rather sot aspects into a coating optimization 
procedure, the mechanism proposed here, namely the Higgs ield 
mechanism, might be of good use, too. he reason may not only be 
seen in the fact that we can keep the classical, technical optimization 
and quality control, but also that the mechanism chosen to consider 

these new boundary conditions will be of the same sot character 
just as the boundaries themselves.

Here, we will concentrate on the problem of inding optimum 
haptic solutions.

No matter how important it might be for certain products to 
provide stable and reliable surfaces with respect to mechanical 
loading, there are various applications where the surfaces have to 
provide not only this kind of stability but also a certain haptic. his 
means, how these surfaces feel like if being touched respectively 
how they interface with the user to the sense of touch. Especially 
for applications like mobile phones, tablets, smart phones, game 
consoles, steering devices or the touchable interior of a car one 
can imagine how important solutions for this boundary condition 
are. Here “important” not only means, of course, with respect to 
optimum usability but also regarding market aspects. As simple as 
it is, the demanding customer does not only purchase a product 
because of its looks and functionality. More and more designers 
realize that touching something and the feeling connected with this 
process is extremely important for the customer and her or his inal 
purchase decision.

A Higgs ield mechanism coupling to the classical optimization 
about stability and reliability could provide the necessary control 
procedure with respect to these haptic aspects. We will not go into 
detail here, but it suices to characterize typical, pre-deined human 
touch situations with technical surfaces, weigh them within a well 
balanced ield and determine the resulting parameter summing up 
all negative aspects (as an efective mass). he more mass the worse.

In order to combine high lexibility, variability with maintained 
stability and reliability it seems intuitive to seek a coating solution 
for such haptically optimized systems in a combination of a 
polymer coating with a hard top layer. Probably every experienced 
coating specialist would now immediately argue that this could 
lead to a contact situation well known as egg-shell efect potentially 
producing dangerous so-called star cracks (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Radial stress for a typical contact situation known as egg-shell efect. It appears when a stif top 
layer has been coated on a softer substrate material. The fracture would open at the interface forming a so-
called star crack when propagating and inally reaching the surface.

he similar well-known solution against this efect now is to 

From Hertz via Higgs to a Paradox Failure Mechanism
continued from page 47
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provide a good gradient at the interface. We construct such a system 
within our holistic optimization model and immediately encounter 
another failure mechanism. his time we discover high tensile 
stresses on the surface. hey have nothing to do with the classical 
Hertzian cone cracks [6] but arise from a completely diferent 
source of tensile stress production. Considering the typical 
structure given in Figure 4 closely, we see that the polymer is been 
enclosed between the relatively stif foundation (here aluminum) 
and the now cleverly graded hard top layer. Usually polymer has a 
high Poisson’s ratio which simply means that it behaves 
incompressible. It is known from geology that in cases of such 
structure, where the incompressible layer usually is a water-bearing 
formation while the foundation is made out of rock, the amazed 
observer will detect an upwards bending of the surface even though 
only normal loads in downward direction are applied. he reason 
for this apparently paradox behavior is to be found in the 
incompressibility of the polymer (or the water-bearing formation in 
our geological example). Being hindered in downward movement 
by the stif foundation and not being able to densify due to its large 
Poisson’s ratio, the polymer deforms elastically sideways and 
upwards (partially even above the original surface, c.f. Figure 4)
simultaneously and this way, bends the surface in a concave 
manner. his inally leads to strongly enforced tensile surface 
stresses for the hard top layer endangering it to fracture there. he 
inal holistic solution to this complex stability problem is to also 
drag intrinsic stresses in, consider them as a new degree of freedom 
and combine it with the current structural solution. he latter, 
namely Functionally Stressed Coatings is the principle idea of the 
EU-research project iStress (c.f. www.stm.uniroma3.it/iSTRESS)
for which now even a completely automatic sotware package has 
been developed solving the task of designing the intrinsic stresses 
for a given external or internal load problem respectively worsts 
case contact scenario [7].

Figure 4.  Radial stress for a contact situation leading to the double egg-shell efect (s. text). Even though 
the material has been graded at the interface it now is sensitive to surface fracture due to a surface upwards 
bending caused by the incompressible intermediate polymer layer supported by a stifer substrate (see concave 
bulb exceeding former surface level [blue line]).
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